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SIERRA GRANDE SAUVIGNON CHL 15   GL 4
A fresh and crisp wine with ripe citrus fruit. Packed with lime zest, 
lemon and kiwi fruit flavours. Refreshing, racy acidity on the finish. 

VOGA PINOT GRIGIO IT 17   GL 4.5
This Pinot Grigio is an opulent, elegant example of what true 
Italian Pinot Grigio can, and should, be delicious as an aperitivo, 
pairs well with light seafood and chicken breast and has the 
structure to stand up to rich, creamy pasta and full-flavored 
dishes. 

STONE BARN CHARDONNAY USA 22
Aged in French and Hungarian oak barrels. This wine has flavors 
of apple and papaya, with a gentle touch of toasted oak that 
brings out notes of vanilla. Medium body and complex.

GAVI DI GAVI BATASILO IT 40
Delicate, straw-yellow with deep green reflections. Soft, characteristic 
aroma with scents of fresh fruit and white flowers. Dry but refresh-
ing, keen and well balanced.

WOLF BLASS GOLD LABEL CHARDONNAY AUS 70
Smoothly textured, elegant red wine with fragrant aromas of 
cassis, mulberry and subtle bay leaf, with notes of French oak, 
tobacco and wild herbs.

white wines
THE LISTENING STATION CHARDONNAY AUS 17   GL 4.5 
Refreshingly unoaked, citrus and white peach flavours combine with 
a zesty fresh acidity and a clean, bright and linear mineral finish. The 
wine is a clean crisp style with no malolactic fermentation or oak 
treatment.

CONO SUR BICICLETA CHARDONNAY CHL 19   GL 5
Easy drinking with a nose of fresh tropical fruits (not overly ripe), 
orange blossom with light hints of minerality. Medium light 
bodied with medium plus acidity. 

DOMAINE DE VAROUX CHABLIS FR 36
Offers a classically dry, mineral character, wrapped up in 
delightfully silky, rounded body. Hints of almond notes, giving 
way to fruity, floral aromas.

MUD HOUSE SAUVIGNON NZ 30
Bright, juicy wine - flavours of passion fruit, guava and grapefruit 
with hints of nettles and citrus.

VILLA HUESGEN REISLING  DE 23
A dry, modern Riesling, immensely appealing and approachable. 
Aromatically a fresh, fine fruit with flavours of apricot and peach 
with a lively minerality.
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sparkling wine, prosecco & champagne
JEAN LOUIS BRUT SPARKLING FR 17   GL 4.5
Aromas are fresh and fruity in style. Light and crispy to the 
taste, full bodied with a long finish. Ideal as an aperitif.

VOGA PROSECCO DOC ROSE IT 19   GL 5
Fruity aromas of cherry and berries on the nose with delicate 
floral notes. Crisp on the palate, lively and pleasantly dry with a 
good aftertaste.

CHARLES DE LAROCHE ROSE FR 65
Salmon rose in color. Aromas on the nose are red fruits, cherry 
followed by plum and apricot. On palate, intense body with 
sweet and sour feel in the mouth.

MOET & CHANDON ROSE FR 150
Spontaneous, radiant, romantic expression of the Moët & 
Chandon style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness and 
its elegant maturity. 

DOM PERIGNON VINTAGE FR 500
Featuring powerful flavors of fruit, oak and leesy notes from its 
long ageing in bottle. Filled with nutty, brioche, biscuit and oaky 
characters.

VOGA PROSECCO DOC IT 17   GL 4.5
Crisp, clean and refreshingly full flavored with a vibrant charac-
ter, excellent intensity and a fruity nose filled with ripe apricot 
and peach notes.

CHARLES DE LAROCHE FR 60
Full bodied, moderate acidity with notes of orange peel, green 
apple, brioche & hazelnut.

MOET & CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL FR 140
Bright fruitiness and elegant maturity.Radiant aromas reveal 
notes of apple, pear, yellow peach, honey, and floral nuances 
along with elegant blond notes of brioche and fresh nuts.

VEUVE CLICQUOT FR 145
Featuring powerful flavors of fruit, oak and leesy notes from its 
long ageing in bottle. Filled with nutty, brioche, biscuit and oaky 
characters.
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rosè wines
EMOTIVO PINOT GRIGIO IT 15   GL 4
This Pinot Grigio is a light, crisp and refreshing dry wine, the 
perfect choice for any occasion. Delicate floral aromas with a 
delicious citrus fruit flavour.

DOMAINE DU PRE CLOS ROSE D’ANJOU FR 22 
Almost a dessert wine. Light and refreshing with strawberry 
aromas and flavors of mild sweetness, berries, strawberry, apple, 
citrus. 

FAUSTINO V RIOJA ES 20   GL 5.5
Clean, bright, elegant cherry red with modest bluish rim. On the 
nose is intense, red fruits aromas, subtle floral hints with herbae-
ous notes. On the mouth is fresh, good acidity, red fruits touch. 
Long finish and pleasant 
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red wines
CONO SUR BICICLETA PINOT NOIR CHL 19   GL 5
A fresh, voluptuous Pinot Noir with rich notes of cherry, black-
berries and plum together with a balanced, ripe palate. Perfect 
wine for grilled chicken or red meat dishes.

THE LISTENING STATION MALBEC AUS 17   GL 4.5 
Beautifully restrained and elegant. Intense ripe blackcurrant 
aromas with aromatic spices of clove and vanilla. Black current 
and black berry fruit flavours are accompanied by fine, well 
structured tannins. 

LA LA LAND AUS 22
Medium deep red in color. Alluring red cherry, blackberry, light 
violets and a spicy mocha background.

CONVIVIALE MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO IT 18
Intense with cherry, ripe plum fruit aromas and warm, earthy 
spice. Ripe tannins give structure to a substantial wine with a 
fresh, sappy finish.

JAM SHED AUS 22
This medium-sweet Shiraz is jam-packed with rich, opulent 
sweet red berry flavors, balanced with a subtle hint of vanilla and 
spice. This wine is best served slightly chilled and is a great 
accompaniment to Italian cuisine.

DA LUCA IT 18
Bright and lifted fresh cherry and bramble fruit aromas on the 
nose. The palate is generous, displaying a fruit salad of red and 
dark berries and a note of vanilla oak on the finish.

MARCHESE DI BAROLO BARBERA D’ASTI RURE IT 29
Fresh and fruity on the nose, reminiscent of blackberry and red 
fruit jams, spicy scents of vanilla and toasted hazelnut. 

NEDERBURG SHIRAZ SA 20   GL 4
Rich & full-bodied with ripe plum, prune and dark chocolate 
flavours which leave a lingering oak spice in the aftertaste.

LAS NINAS RESERVA MERLOT CHL 24
Red shades with purple nuances, the aromas reminisent of jams, 
black plum and blackberries with a hint of cherry. Fruity, 
persistent and of great aromatic intensity. In the mouth its a very 
round wine, soft, with friendly tannins, with a long mouth and 
very well balanced. 

CHATEAU LA ROSE BOUQUEY ST EMILION FR 33
Soft, mellow on the palate with ripe red fruit flavours. Full bodied 
with a long, pleasant aftertaste.

SENSI CHIANTI CAMPO IT 30
Intense ruby-red colour, a good body and a long lasting 
bouquet with hints of cherry and spice. Smooth, fresh and well 
balanced wine.

MICHAEL DAVID FREAKSHOW USA 36
This medium bodied Zinfandel spotlights blazing huckleberry 
and oak aromas while flirting with notes of anise. Flavours of 
strawberry, pomegranate and clove provide a tantalizing finish.

BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF CHOCOLATE BLOCK SA 70
Offers generous black plum and black currant aromas, pressed 
rose petals and a touch of menthol. The palate is medium-bod-
ied, displaying fennel, bay leaf and white pepper toward the finish.  

MICHAEL DAVID PETITE PETIT USA 30
Petite Petit showcases aromas of dark fruit, raspberry and fig, this 
wine is layered with rich flavours of black cherry, cola and light 
oak on the palate. Dark, full bodied and deeply satisfying.
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